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ABSTRACT
Cognitive science is providing the scienti c community with increasingly well-supported models of the mental stages and representations that professional analysts go through in the
course of conducting an investigation, be it reactive or proactive in nature. These process
models are generally advanced within the eld of Sensemaking, because the analyst's primary task can be viewed as \making sense" of a large body of unorganized information. One
of the most well-known long-running Sensemaking investigations is that of Pirolli and Card
et al. [Pir05] Their resulting model provides an initial basis for our research.
In using these models to improve analytics systems, we have at least two distinct problems: (1) how to use information about the Sensemaking states gained from user interactions
with an analytics system to learn the parameters of an e ective analysis process, and (2)
how to use this knowledge to provide user guidance that results in better human-machine
interaction and a more robust investigative process. The answers to these questions lie at
the intersection of research in machine learning, knowledge representation, user interfaces
and cognitive science, and addressing them requires an end-to-end system perspective.
In this report, we survey these problems and discuss our approach, system design, and
experimental design. In particular, we de ne the Sensemaking model's representation within
the software framework, the set of machine learning tasks for learning the parameters of
an ecient process, our initial user interface design, the design of the meta-cognitive UI
feedback, and nally the design of the initial experiments, including the ground truth which
is from an actual solved crime case. We conclude with the insights gained thus far into
building interactive systems that support users' cognitive models of Sensemaking.

1

Introduction

Research in Cognitive Science has reached a point of maturity at which research in interactive
analytics can reap signi cant bene ts from the insights Cognitive Science has provided into
analyst processes. We now have structured theories of analyst cognitive processes that accurately model cost structures, as shown by empirical Cognitive Task Analysis experiments.
Research into these models generally falls under the heading of \Sensemaking."
The search is underway for ways to implement these models in analyst software support
environments in ways that demonstrably improve the quality of the analyst process. We
o er an approach that is realizable with current technology and generalizable to a broad
array of cognitive models.
In this report we detail one proposed approach to integrating a Sensemaking model in an
Interactive Analytics System, incorporating the cognitive model's representation, machine
learning to determine the parameters of ecient analysis processes, and intelligent feedback
in the user interface. We will present our approach with Pirolli and Card's model primarily,
but it will also be made clear how the method is generalizable to other models. Henceforth
we refer to the system we are building as the Sensemaking Software Support System, or S4.
In Section 2 we give background in the related areas of data analytics and Intelligent
User Interfaces. Section 3 describes the Sensemaking model that has been proposed and
developed by Russell, Ste k, Pirolli and Card, and further developed by Pirolli and Card et
al. In Section 4 we describe the technologies that we believe are foundational to e ective
support of a Sensemaking model in Interactive Analytics Systems. The subsequent sections
discuss the details of the design of our own Interactive Analytics system, named S4, including
its machine learning component, user interface, and intelligent assistance mechanisms. We
conclude with a description of the initial experimental design and future directions.
2

Background: Data Analytics and Intelligent User Interfaces

This research takes place in the broader context of Data Analytics and Intelligent User
Interfaces, and we bring an awareness of developments in these elds to bear on the problem
of integrating Sensemaking models into analytics systems.
The process of analysis of data, even foregoing the dissemination and collaboration aspects, presents a dicult task for humans. The challenge and complexity of the analytical
tasks at hand are quickly met by the limitations in human cognitive processing. These limitations both involve the diculties in processing large capacities of information, as well as
the natural habits and biases that humans create and engender through the analysis process
and daily living [Heu09]. These human limitations compound the diculty of performing
analysis using desired practices and mindsets, and produce the potential for \failures" at the
analysis level, even when the necessary facts were collected. Examples of such failures in the
realm of military intelligence include the events of the attack on Israel on Yom Kippur, 1973
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(which was correctly predicted, but suppressed) and the Falkland Islands, 1982 (which was
incorrectly reported for political and monetary expediency) [Clark04].
To date, the majority of research e orts into analytical support have focused on supporting the performance of various analytical tasks. Conversely, limited attention has been
given to user interfaces which support the actual analytic process itself [ZM06]. This support
may come in a synergistic relationship between the human and computer working collaboratively, with the computer understanding and assisting with their tasks (e.g., reminding
them to apply particular techniques), and the human leveraging additional work provided
by the computer (e.g., automatic follow-up queries) and being managed through the analytical process [ZM06]. These prominent research thrusts can also be seen as the synergistic
approaches through HCI (enhancing human abilities with better interfaces) and Arti cial
Intelligence (creating more helpful agent assistants) [He07]. The research herein, however,
is more closely represented by work on adaptive systems that apply user modeling (e.g.,
[Santos03], [Santos05]), but with emphasis on process support instead of information exploration.
In short, while intelligence analysts have many techniques to assist in developing thorough and objective products, they, like all of humankind, often fall short of executing an
\ideal" analytical method due to a number of cognitive, psychological and cultural factors.
Particularly well-studied limitations include cognitive biases such as attention span, failure
to generate alternative hypotheses [TK74] and con rmation bias.
It is this context that provides the driving force behind this research: to develop techniques that encourage more ecient human performance of the analytical method. To date
our research has focused on the study of, and aim to assist, one particular group whose daily
work exempli es the need for enhanced Sensemaking research and support: the Intelligence
Community (IC). \Expected to bring to the table a capacity to draw reasoned and actionable
conclusions from scant and con icting information" \with the cost of failure catastrophically
high"[Clark04], the IC is one critical group that will nd actionable Sensemaking research
immediately useful. Still, applying groundbreaking research within the IC is a daunting task
given the number of legal, political, ethical, security and other concerns with information
sharing (even assuming complete technical integration). To address these real-world concerns, our Sensemaking research is rooted within a higher-level framework called DI HOPE
KD [Jewett08] [Cru08], which is exploring the following aspects of Interactive Automation
[NSF07]:
 Distributed - focusing on algorithms that operate in hybrid (non-horizontal, non-

vertical) distributed data environments [NLP09] [Li07]

 Interactive - leveraging synergistic e orts between humans and machines (discussed

herein)

 Higher-Order - investigating the utility and application of links that leverage higher-

order paths in graphs [GLP09] [GPY06]
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 Privacy-Enhancing - sharing relevant linking meta-information while preserving the

privacy of speci c data [NLP09]

 Knowledge Discovery - revealing hidden and discovering new knowledge [GPY06]

Our Sensemaking work will be incorporated into DI HOPE KD with the goal of facilitating
widespread utilization of these merits and capabilities. The promise of the Sensemaking
model is to provide an explicit representation of the unseen states of the analysis process,
providing the means to identify the precise points at which these cognitive limitations hinder
the investigative process, so that targeted feedback can be given in overcoming them.
3

The Sensemaking Model

All Sensemaking models attempt to give a structured account of the nature of critical thinking, which is key to any successful investigation. In the context of this work, we refer to the
de nition of critical thinking provided by David Moore, intelligence ocer and academic for
the National Security Agency, rephrased from Paul and Elder (2004):
\Critical thinking is a deliberate meta-cognitive (thinking about thinking) and cognitive
(thinking) act whereby a person re ects on the quality of the reasoning process simultaneously while reasoning to a conclusion. The thinker has two equally important goals:
improving the way she or he reasons and coming to a correct conclusion." [Moore07]
The structures of a Sensemaking model serve to shed light on the types of meta-cognitive
acts that are seen as necessary parts of the Sensemaking process. Sensemaking models
typically consist of a number of stages and a pattern in which the analyst enters and exits
these stages over the course of an investigation. Each stage suggests modes of critical thinking
that are likely to be active at that point in the investigation, as well as implying the type of
data-centered tasks that an analyst would be likely to perform in that stage.
One of the most well-known models of Sensemaking is that of Pirolli and Card [Rus93].
A reproduction of the diagram Pirolli and Card's Sensemaking model is shown in Figure 1.
Through Cognitive Task Analysis, Pirolli, Card, and their collaborators have found that
as analysts gain expertise they learn to create structured representations of knowledge. These
representations are the \artifacts" represented in the square boxes in Figure 1. As the
investigation progresses, the analyst can be seen as developing and revisiting a more and
more structured set of artifacts, until nally he or she arrives at a \presentation": a concise
representation of the answer that was sought that also convincingly justi es that answer.
The nested-loop structure of this model captures the iterative and cyclic path that analysts take amongst their data sources and artifacts in the course of real investigation. For
any given analytical task, an analyst would be seen to blaze a structured trail through
these stages, visiting them in a di erent order and remaining in each stage for varying
amounts of time. Furthermore, Pirolli and Card's model di erentiates between \top-down"
and \bottom-up" investigative tasks. In brief, a \top-down" task is one in which the analyst is moving from theory to data, and a \bottom-up" task is one in which the analyst is
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Figure 1: The notional model of Sensemaking.
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moving from data to theory. The process of moving \bottom-up" through the Sensemaking
stages can be seen as constructing a more and more structured representation of case knowledge, while it often becomes necessary to go \top-down" and revisit lower-level structures
to supply missing information. We believe the bottom-up/top-down distinction is key in the
analysis in cognitive states and processes, and this issue will be seen to drive multiple design
decisions of our support system.
Cognitive task analysis research has identi ed leverage points within the Sensemaking
model at which the cognitive limits of analysts are reached and which represent critical points
in the exploration/exploitation tradeo curve [Pir05]. This is strong evidence for the feasibility of experimentally determining model parameters that represent ecient paths through
the model's stages. In other words, if expert analysts are those who have learned through
experience to make tradeo s that maximize human cognitive capabilities, then capturing
similarities in the structure of these experts' Sensemaking processes will de ne a generalized
process model which represents a highly e ective human Sensemaking process.
4

Key Components of Sensemaking Support

At the core of our approach is the idea that an interactive analysis system can use data from
user interactions to infer a high-level knowledge of the analyst's progress within a Sensemaking process, and then use this high-level knowledge to provide feedback that encourages a
highly e ective route through the process. In other words, the software should know enough
about what the user is doing to be able to support a Sensemaking pro le that provides high
eciency and minimizes errors due to known human cognitive limits.
One can see how this higher-level knowledge might be obtained through machine learning. One such \brute-force" machine learning approach might be to record the sequence
of user interactions in an analysis system; have a Sensemaking expert, in consultation with
the analyst, manually label the transitions between Sensemaking stages that were passed
through; and train with these to learn a sequence model, such as an HMM (Hidden Markov
Model) or Markov Net [Rab89], that can predict when a transition between Sensemaking
states most likely occurs. Experience in machine learning shows, however, that this would
produce a large number of parameters which in turn would require signi cant training data
- something dicult to obtain in this domain. With insucient training data the resulting
model would be too sensitive to variations in users' investigative styles, and as a result, generalize poorly to new users. Such a setup would be unlikely to provide any real knowledge
about the Sensemaking process. Therefore, in our system, we have taken an approach that
provides us with more detailed knowledge of the analyst's process from the user interface
itself, and then machine learning is used to model the progress of an expert analyst within
this particular framework.
In order to gain high-level knowledge of the analyst's Sensemaking process, we need to determine a mapping from the level of raw user interactions up to the higher-level abstractions
of the Sensemaking model. In representing Pirolli and Card's Sensemaking model there are
three primary classes of objects: Stages, Artifacts, and Data Tasks. The logical dependency
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Figure 2: The mapping of task types to Sensemaking stages.
structure of these classes can be encoded in structure of links, producing a set of hierarchical
relationships. Pirolli and Card's model does not strictly specify which speci c data tasks
can be performed in which stages, giving us some freedom in tailoring this mapping to the
speci c functions our system provides.
Our mappings, in terms of broad categories of data tasks, are depicted in Figure 2, which
takes the form of an abstraction-decomposition matrix. The Sensemaking tasks are at the
highest layer of abstraction, the artifacts at the next lower layer, and the data tasks at the
lowest layer. Our data tasks were chosen from those collected through anthropomorphic
studies of analyst processes [Rob08] [GZ08] [ITC08]. We have grouped the data tasks into
six major categories: Query, Zoom, Sort, Annotate, Schematize, and Build Story. The actual
set of data tasks provided for in our user interface is much more ne-grained; the detailed
mappings of data tasks to artifacts are expressed in the design of the user interface and the
actions it permits at a given stage. The execution of these data tasks can be recorded directly
from the user interface as a linear history, and this history can be analyzed to provide more
insight into the analyst's progress through the process, as we will discuss in the section on
Machine Learning.
5

The Design of the Sensemaking Software Support
System

In developing our system, S4, as an integrated analytics system implementing the aforementioned components of Sensemaking support, we have focused our design around the following
key drivers:
 Should leverage existing analytics technologies at the data storage/mining/query level,

if possible be based on an existing platform in use in research or real-world analytics

 Sucient control over the features of the analytics environment for well-controlled

experiments with broadly applicable results.
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Figure 3: A visual representation of the ground truth OWL ontology.
 Sucient freedom for the analyst to be able to make full use of his or her existing

expertise and to follow as `natural' an investigative process as possible.

 Modularity, allowing for the Sensemaking support itself to be adapted to di erent

models as well as analytics systems

 Inclusion of a real-world ground truth data set for experimental purposes
 Short implementation time

S4 will initially support investigative analysis over knowledge bases that are stored in
Blackbook. Blackbook, developed by IARPA under the KDD program, is a J2EE-based Web
Service provider being developed to support investigative analysis by leveraging Semantic
Web technologies. Blackbook supports a large number of query types that are federated
across multiple data sources. Blackbook stores its knowledge base using the Resource Description Format (RDF), a W3C standard that represents knowledge facts as triples, and
can be readily translated into a graph, XML, or other formats. Using Blackbook readily
provides support for our desired design factors of modularity and rapid development on an
existing analytics platform.
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As the foundation of a ground truth for these experiments, we have access to a data set
provided by the Bethlehem, PA police department. It is the complete record of a complex
solved case, including hundreds of documents, and specifying a well-de ned series of relationships that need to be extracted to solve the case. Still, in order for S4 to make use of these
relationships, the entities and relationships found in the data must be semantically encoded
in an appropriate format, transforming it into a \ground truth" data set. The target format
for this ground truth, which originally consisted of a collection of PDF documents and their
OCR outputs, is the Blackbook RDF format. The development of this initial ground truth
has required several knowledge engineering steps. First, we studied the various document
types in the corpus and crafted an OWL ontology by which to organize the data. A graph
representation of a subset of the ontology is shown in Figure 3. Then we evaluated the generated OCR from the source documents, cleaning the data where needed and verifying the
integrity of the generated text. After re ning the ontology again (now de ning a \class" for
each document type), we then developed scripts to extract the textual data from the generated text into RDF les representing each document class. These les are then loaded into
Blackbook and again veri ed for relational integrity through the Blackbook access methods.
6

The Artifact-Based Sensemaking User Interface

Our initial design for a User Interface to support Sensemaking provides a very explicit
representation of key features of the Sensemaking process, wherein there is a user interface
widget corresponding to each artifact in the model. The basic mode of operation is for
the analyst to work within a single artifact widget, with the ability to switch to either the
previous or following widget (represented as a window in the user interface) as speci ed by
the linear order of the Sensemaking model. Each widget provides the ability to enhance and
re ne the primary data structures that result from the application of its respective artifact,
and supports propagation of data structures from the current artifact widget to adjacent
ones.
Several factors currently motivate this interface design, which is in e ect the direct adaptation of a Sensemaking model as the driving interface metaphor, which is novel in current
literature. Regarding theory, we posit that if Pirolli and Card's Sensemaking model is an
accurate picture of common cognitive states and knowledge structures of analysts, then an
interface that explicitly represents these knowledge structures will produce \naturally" ecient analysis procedures. In addition, the visual representation of artifacts should serve to
stimulate novice analysts in developing the same style of structured mental representations
that have been observed in expert analysts. Pragmatically, an interface that directly represents the primary data artifacts encapsulated by the actions invokable upon them provides a
strong suggestion to the arti cial intelligence components as to the current state of the user's
mental process per this Sensemaking model. For example, if a user is using the Query widget
extensively, this would suggest a current mental goal of information foraging and operating
in the lower-left corner of the Foraging Loop (per Figure 1). In addition, restricting the
user's widget-transfer path options makes the arti cial intelligence challenges discussed in
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Figure 4: Four artifact widgets from the Sensemaking User Interface.
Section 7 signi cantly more tractable.
In accordance with this motivation, we are implementing a user interface that explicitly
represents the artifacts of the Sensemaking model, in the form of one interactive widget for
each artifact. Figure 4 shows prototypes of four of the artifact widgets: Query, Shoebox,
Evidence File, and Hypotheses. The following is a description of each of the artifact widgets
in the user interface.

Query

- the primary interface between the user and their available data sources (Web,
Database, File system and other), the Query artifact widget resembles a traditional keywordbased search application. Upon selecting a data source and entering the search phrase, a list
of results are displayed which can then be viewed and, if deemed potentially relevant to the
analysis at hand, added to the Shoebox.

Shoebox

- the initial cache of collected source documents, the Shoebox allows the user to
review the contents of each in greater detail, and move important pieces forward into the
Evidence File. Items no longer seen as important can also be removed from the Shoebox.
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Selecting a Shoebox item from the list displays the contents of that item, and also allows the
user to add the entire item, or only a snippet, into the Evidence artifact widget. Users can
also use text from Shoebox items to drive additional queries on data sources (in the Query
artifact widget), in a query-by-example-like approach to return similar or related results.

Evidence File

- allows the user to review the snippets and documents contained herein
and propagate related items to the Schema artifact widget. Similar to the Shoebox artifact
widget (as a second-tier information item lter), the user can add selected items to the
Schema artifact widget, remove them from the Evidence artifact widget, or run a query
based on the contents of the item upon the Shoebox artifact widget(searching for other
relevant pieces of data).

Schema

- facilitates the application of multiple visual analysis techniques on accumulated
Evidence items to reveal relationships amidst information that can be used to support one
or more hypotheses. The user selects various items to review and a visualization within
which to view them, and can capture these resulting visualizations and relationships into
schematized items, which can then be added to the Hypothesis artifact widget.

Hypothesis

- allows the user to compose free-text hypothetical statements, and associate
schematized items with them. A hypothesis can have one or many schematized items associated with it.

Presentation

- allows the user to organize one or more hypotheses along with supporting
data, in order to tell a story that justi es the chosen hypotheses. These representations can
then be organized into a linear series of bullet-point slides which can then be exported for
presentation to others.
By directly implementing a Sensemaking model as tangible widgets in the S4 interface, we
seek to investigate the e ect of supporting the overarching analytical process. This approach
is distinct from current research e orts, whose primary focus is to enhance one or more speci c tasks performed during analysis (e.g., enhanced queries and lters [Stumpf08], evidence
marshaling [SV08] [Wright06], intelligent data visualization [Wen07] [Wen08].) These approaches are not exclusive, however, as follow-on work will begin to integrate and evaluate
our e orts with process-centric support with other task-centric support. This interface model
also accommodates a modular design including automated process suggestions (see Section
7) and interface techniques applied to these artifact widgets to guide a user's process (see
Section 8).
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Figure 5: A diagram of an HMM for Sensemaking States.
7

Machine Learning for Human Process Optimization

The goal of machine learning within S4 is to use the available information from the user interface to determine the parameters that characterize an ecient Sensemaking process, given
the parameters of a given data set. In particular, we want to use the record of interactions
of expert analysts on real case data sets to learn a model of transitions between the artifact
widgets that represents an e ective Sensemaking process. This will enable the system to
guide future users toward a more ecient approach to Sensemaking, as well as providing
insight into which features of Pirolli and Card's model are truly critical for characterizing
an e ective analysis procedure.
One well-known machine learning model for modeling time-dependent processes with
multiple states is the Hidden Markov Model, (HMM) [Rab89]. In our system, the states
of the HMM correspond directly to the artifact states of the Sensemaking model, and the
observation sequence corresponds to the sequence of data tasks as recorded from interactions
with the User Interface. Here the state transitions are known, since they are explicitly
represented in the User Interface; so the HMM is not used to compute the most likely
sequence of state transitions from an observation sequence. Instead, we use the HMM to
compute the likelihood of a transition to a di erent artifact widget at any given point in the
process.
In our system, the HMM will be trained on expert analysts who are known to have a very
ecient analytical process. The training procedure is the same as in any other application
of an HMM and proceeds as follows: after an initial training period with the system, the
expert analysts in the experimental group will use the system without assistance to solve
multiple ground truth cases, as speci ed in the experimental design section. Each record of
state transitions and data tasks for a single solved case will make up one training sequence
for the HMM model of the Sensemaking process. From the sequence of state transitions and
data actions, the parameters of the HMM's transition and observation sequence probability
distributions will be learned by means of the well-known Baum-Welch algorithm [Rab89].
These probability distributions, being generalized over multiple investigators and data sets,
will represent patterns of analytic activity that make highly e ective use of the available
data and knowledge representation structures.
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Of key importance in the success of this procedure is the selection of features recorded
in the observation sequence, as these become the features of the training set. As mentioned
above, the primary feature set will simply be an encoding of each of the types of data
tasks that can be recorded in the user interface. However, we also plan to use explicitly
constructed aggregate features that are likely to have a strong causal link to state transitions.
We anticipate this will produce signi cantly improved performance over using the raw input
stream alone. Potential aggregate features are the number of data items stored in the current
window and the count of data tasks of each type.
It is also possible that a classical HMM may not be sophisticated enough to capture the
essence of a wide range of e ective paths through the Sensemaking process. One reason
for this is that the Markov chain has no explicit record of how long it has remained in its
current state. Though the self-transition probabilities of HMM states implicitly model an
exponential density for the duration of remaining in one state, this may not be the most
appropriate approach for the behavior we wish to model. In principle, at least, an HMM can
remain in one state for an arbitrary number of time steps. Initial experiments will be used to
determine whether it is necessary to use more sophisticated models such as non-stationary
Hidden Markov Models [SK95].
Once the model parameters have been learned, the HMM inference algorithms can be
used to monitor and guide the Sensemaking process. While an analyst is carrying out an
investigation using the system, the system will again record the sequence of user data tasks.
After each new action, the HMM is used to compute the probabilities of three events: the
probability of the user remaining in the same artifact state for the next action, the probability
of switching to the adjacent higher-level artifact widget, and the probability of switching to
the adjacent lower-level artifact widget. These probabilities can be computed by a direct
product, as the state transitions (and model parameters) are known. Furthermore, this an
ecient process as the probability of the whole sequence does not need to be recomputed
each time.
These probabilities can tell us several things. If the probability of a transition (in either
direction) becomes much higher than the probability of remaining in the current state, it
may indicate that the analyst has remained in one state past the point of diminishing returns
and could use some assistance in either moving on to a higher level of organization (i.e., the
next higher-level artifact) or gathering more supporting evidence (i.e., the next lower-level
artifact). For example, the analyst may be continuing to collect new search results past the
point where it will be practicable to follow up on so many results. Another possible scenario
is where the analyst has gathered a set of related evidence snippets, and the number of those
snippets has surpassed the limit of short-term memory. At this point it may be advisable
to group the evidence snippets in some schema, to produce a higher-level organizational
structure that serves as a memory aid.
In addition, if the user makes a transition between artifact widgets at a point when the
HMM indicated that the probability of such a transition was very low, assistance can be
given to the e ect that the user should spend more time exploiting the information available
in the artifact widget he or she has just left. Actual thresholds for the probability values
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will be determined experimentally and can be di erent for each artifact widget. The nature
of the speci c types of meta-cognitive assistance to be provided are described in the next
section.
8

Meta-Cognitive Assistance for Human Process Optimization

The Sensemaking support system will implement meta-cognitive support through interface
techniques that encourage the user to follow the ecient process model of analysis as per
the system's learned model. The most common interface techniques to support the user
through complex tasks to date typically involve activities better suited to follow a linear
series of steps [Dryer97], inferring user needs and simplifying (i.e., removing controls from)
the interface [MBB02], or allowing end-users to create \guides" of repetitive procedures
[Spot07]. While these techniques do provide some suggestions for guiding users towards
particular simple actions (e.g., video tutorials enhanced with text, highlighting and deictic
graphical overlays), these approaches do not generally translate well to the open-ended nonlinear analytic process, and do not address encouraging adherence to process models other
than by repetition.
We seek both to leverage interface techniques from other domains and also to develop
new ones in the context of this work. [CKB08] provides a survey of four classes of techniques
useful in the visualization and manipulation of amounts of information that exceed the
available screen space. Overview+Detail techniques provide a spatial separation between
a high-level aspect for context and low-level view for intricate operations. This technique,
stemming back to the video game Defender in the 1980's, is now widely used in applications,
including many Web-based mapping sites. Zooming interfaces allow the user to traverse along
the z-plane, moving between overview and detail-type views across time. Focus+Context
interfaces distort the information space to give greater space to the item or area of current
interest (i.e., under \focus"). Fish-eye views (notably adopted in the Mac OS X Dock),
hyperbolic trees, and code folding in text editors are all examples of this technique. Cuebased techniques do not modify the size of objects but rather their rendering properties to
distinguish between the objects in focus and their surrounding context. Blurring contextual
items and using decorators to hint at objects out of view are examples of these techniques.
We consider these techniques not only for their ability to support certain kinds of task
actions, but also for their potential to discourage others. For example, a Fish-eye mechanism
could be adopted to both encourage cognitive focus on the artifact widget at hand (i.e., in
focus), while also being used to discourage continual action in the same artifact widget (e.g.,
by moving the sh-eye-focus towards another artifact widget).
We propose the following interface techniques as a sample of the kinds of techniques to
be investigated in the present system, to support user guidance:
 Sensemaking Overview Process widget: displays the Pirolli and Card model (per Figure

1) including distributions of time spent, highlighting phases needing more time
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 Zoomable artifact widgets: "zoom into" (make larger) a speci c artifact widget to

encourage use; zoom-out (make smaller) to discourage use

 Suggestion \Box": reserved space for guidance messages from system, and a button to

bring a suggested activity into focus

 Suggestion \Bubble": guidance messages relevant to the artifact widget they refer to

appear in a \pop-up" fashion

 Highlighting/bouncing/pointing to artifact widgets: cues to encourage usage of a par-

ticular widget

 Abstracting artifact widgets: hiding details of artifact widgets to discourage use

9

Experimental Design

The empirical evaluation of the Sensemaking Support System will be achieved through an
informal pilot study, a formal training period and a formal experimental session.
We are planning on holding three human-participants activities in the near term. All
will follow a similar format, including quantitative (e.g., task completion time, Sensemaking
phase durations, number of queries performed, percentage of Shoebox/Evidence/Schematized
items propagating to the result) and qualitative metrics (e.g., Likert scale ratings assigned
to personal and system evaluation questionnaires, the NASA TLX for workload evaluation).
The rst pilot study will be focused on collecting data and system parameter adjustment.
All participants will be regional police detectives and ocers. Participants will be asked to
generate an analysis report on the primary actors and activities from an unclassi ed data
set. One potential data set in development describes entities and activities surrounding the
terrorist attacks on Sept. 11, 2001. Data (both that captured by the system and from
qualitative surveys) will be used as training data for the machine learning model as well as
to suggest which feedback techniques and con gurations are most promising.
The second activity will be a training session for the experimental participants. All subjects will be regional police detectives. The setup, source data, activities and data collection
will be similar to the pilot test, with the following exceptions: 1) all participants will undergo
a formal training process; 2) only the treatment group will use a set of pre-selected guidance
techniques and parameters while undertaking training tasks; 3) only the treatment group
will be allowed to enable, disable and recon gure the guidance techniques at the end of the
training period. Activity logs and qualitative surveys will again be captured, and will be
used to ne-tune the techniques and parameters used for the nal experiment.
The third activity will formally compare the baseline group (using the artifact-based user
interface for analysis) with a treatment group (using the same interface, with the guidance
techniques and analytical assistance engine enabled). The data set will be a ground truth
consisting of police documents pertaining to a closed murder case from the Bethlehem Police
Department. This set is a complete record of a complex solved case, including hundreds of
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documents and specifying a well-de ned series of relationships that need to be revealed to
solve the case. Participants will be instructed that a crime has occurred, and their task is to
generate an analytical report that contains 1) the nature of the crime, 2) the primary actors
and their relationships, and 3) the suspect. To further simulate a real-life investigation,
all users will employ a modi ed query system that requires analysts to request speci c
documents, as if they were about to collect the information themselves. For example, the
user will not be able to search for all documents containing the terms \Joe Smith," but
the user will be able to search for an interview with Joe Smith. We hypothesize that the
treatment group will perceive a better analytical result when compared to the baseline, and
that a speci c range for the parameters that regulate the feedback will have a more signi cant
perceived e ect on the interface techniques employed by the analyst.
Due to the logistical diculties in co-locating regional law enforcement detectives for
training and experimental purposes, we will travel to participating detectives' oces and
facilitate the activities with smaller groups. Participants will all be able to connect to the
experimental system, planned to be deployed at the Bethlehem Police Department, securely
across the network. The data from the small groups will be combined before initiating
analysis.
10

Conclusion

The near-term work is to carry out the experiments as described above. The initial user
interface and architecture described above can also be seen as a source of data for the longterm work.
One apparent long-term goal is to build an analytics framework that can model and
guide the analyst's Sensemaking process even in user interfaces that do not explicitly model
the structures of the Sensemaking model. Such a system would be able to give genuinely
\enlightened feedback" to help expert analysts re ne and optimize their investigative process
on whatever analytics platform they may use. The theory and know-how to be gained
from the current system is a necessary component in the realization of such a system. The
successful integration of Sensemaking models into analytics systems will represent a new type
of computational steering for data analytics, where the actual cognitive states of the human
user are used to steer an extended computation taking place across multiple distributed data
sources.
The design presented here is one instance of a more general methodology wherein a
cognitive work ow model is embodied in the machine by means of probabilistic graphical
models, and then learning is done on those models using user interaction data in order to
determine ecient work ows. We believe this is an approach that can be pro tably utilized
in the design and testing of many work ow models as well as the implementation of more
advanced analytics system interfaces. For example, we believe that the alternative framebased Sensemaking model by [Klein06] can be modeled in this way.
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